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USNO-A2.0 0825-15411768: A NEW MIRA IN AQUILABEDIENT, J. R.1464 Molehu Dr. Honolulu, Hawaii 96818-1917 USA, e-mail: bedient�hawaii.rr.om

The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaigne's Stardial instrument is an autonom-ous drift-san CCD amera mounted on the roof of that institution's Astronomy building(MCullough and Thakkar 1997). Consisting of a Kodak KAF400 CCD with a Nikonf=1:4 50-mm foal length 35-mm format amera lens stopped to f=2:0, the instrumentreords nightly 8 � 5 degree images of a band of sky entered on �4 degrees delina-tion. A broadband red-infrared �lter (RG-1, passband 600 nm and longer) is employedbetween the lens and the CCD. A polynomial �t to the bakground light of eah imageis subtrated, and the images are immediately made available on the Stardial WWW site(http://www.astro.uiu.edu/stardial/) in both FITS and JPEG format.While blinking Stardial images of an area in Aquila, a star near R.A. 19h20m35s, De.�03Æ5705000 (J2000) was observed to vary in brightness. A hek of the GCVS (Kholopovet al. 1998) revealed no known variable star at or near that position, however the TASStenxat (Rihmond et al. 2000) ontained a series of Johnson V -band observations asso-iated with the star GSC 5138-0446 (USNO magnitudes mB = 13:1, mR = 11:6, positionR.A. 19h20m36:s51, Del. �03Æ58018:009, J2000 from GSC-ACT via Visier) that showed vari-ability between magnitude 11.4 and 12.0. Viewing the area using the Aladin interativesky atlas revealed another TASS detetion (TASS J192035.3-035756) quite near the �rst{ and the two soures appeared to vary in phase with eah other. The seond soure wasapparently assoiated with another red star, USNO-A2.0 0825-15411768 (USNO2 mag-nitudes mB = 14:9, mR = 11:9, J2000 position R.A. 19h20m35:s029, De. �03Æ57050:0085).Whih star was the variable?The TASS Mark III ameras have 13.4 arseonds/pixel resolution, and the FWHMof stellar images range from 2.5 to 4.0 pixels. The GSC star and the USNO star areseparated by 36 arseonds. Therefore, the two stars were frequently merged.The neessary on�rmation was found on Digitized Sky Survey(http://arhive.stsi.edu/dss/) images of the area. First and seond generation red im-ages of the area are presented in Figure 1. Comparing the two images, taken nearly 4years apart, USNO-A2.0 0825-15411768 (indiated by tik marks in the left-hand, �rstgeneration image) is learly the variable. For �eld identi�ation, three prominent starsare identi�ed on the right-hand, seond generation image.With the variable identi�ed, all available Stardial images of the region were analyzed.293 images overing portions of six observing seasons 1996{2001 were found suitable fordi�erential photometry. A omparison star, SAO 143290, and a hek star, SAO 143252,were hosen, and di�erential magnitudes were extrated from eah image. As the Stardial
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Figure 1. Comparison of Digital Sky Survey red plates of USNO-A2.0 0825-15411768. Tik marks onthe left image indiate the variable. Three �eld stars are identi�ed on the right image: A = GSC5138-0815, B = GSC 5138-0058, C = GSC 5138-0446
images have a sale of approximately 35 arseonds per pixel, over double that of theTASS Mark III ameras, the variable and GSC 5138-0446 are ertainly merged in Stardialimages. The ontribution of GSC 5138-0446 to the total light of the pair, alulatedfrom its red plate magnitude of 11.6, was subtrated from eah observation. The results,along with 26 TASS I-band observations (onverted to di�erential magnitudes) that areunambiguously assoiated with USNO-A2.0 0825-15411768 are plotted in Figure 2 andgiven in the eletroni table 5164-t1.txt.Regular variations of about 2.2 magnitudes in amplitude are seen. At �rst glane, thelow amplitude would seem to be ause to lassify this star as SRa; however the ombinationof the KAF400 CCD and RG-1 �lter minimizes the e�et of \amplitude exess" ausedby TiO absorption bands (Celis 1978). Though we lak unambiguous V -band data, thevisual amplitude is probably at least 3 magnitudes. TASS data show that V � I nearmaximum light is 3.6 magnitudes, indiating a spetral type of M4-5 and an e�etivetemperature of 3000 K (Zombek 1990). The star is therefore lassi�ed as a Mira-typevariable.Infrared data from the IRAS Point Soure Catalog support a onlusion that this staris likely a mass-losing AGB variable. USNO-A2.0 0825-15411768 is loated within theunertainty ellipse of IRAS 19179-0403. The star's average I-band ux, alulated fromTASS data, when ompared to the IRAS 12 and 25 miron infrared uxes (Table 1)demonstrate an infrared exess onsistent with a irumstellar dust shell as observed inother stars of this type (Little-Marenin and Little 1997).Three maxima, at JD 2,450,325; 2,450,970 and 2,451,412 are well observed. A simplegraphial solution (Rihter et al. 1985, p. 16) yielded a best-�t period of 217.2 days. Withonly three maxima to work from, this period must be regarded as preliminary in nature.Initial elements for USNO-A2.0 0825-15411768 are thus:JDmax = 2450323:4 + 217:2� E:
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Figure 2. Light Curve of USNO-A2.0 0825-15411768. Filled diamonds represent the variable, opentriangles are TASS Mark III I-band data, open irles represent the hek star, and the dashed urve isomputed from elements given in the text
Table 1: Infrared uxes for USNO-A2.0 0825-15411768� (mirons) Flux (Jy)0.79 1.7112 1.63 �0.125 0.698 �0.01

The above elements may be a�eted slightly by infrared phase lag due to the ombinationof �lter and CCD used. Maximum light of Miras in the infrared typially ours nearvisual phase 0.1 to 0.2 (Pettit and Niholson 1933; Lokwood and Wing 1971).Aknowledgements:My sinere thanks go to James Bauer of the University of Hawaii Institute for As-tronomy for assistane in interpreting IRAS data; and Dr. Mihael Rihmond, Dept. ofPhysis, Rohester Institute of Tehnology, for providing information on TASS Mark IIIameras and assistane in interpreting TASS data.This researh has made use of the VizieR atalogue aess tool and the Aladin in-terative sky atlas, CDS, Strasbourg, Frane, and NASA's Astrophysis Data SystemBibliographi Servies.The Seond Palomar Observatory Sky Survey (POSS-II) was made by the CaliforniaInstitute of Tehnology with funds from the National Siene Foundation, the NationalAeronautis and Spae Administration, the National Geographi Soiety, the Sloan Foun-dation, the Samuel Oshin Foundation, and the Eastman Kodak Corporation. The OshinShmidt Telesope is operated by the California Institute of Tehnology and Palomar Ob-servatory.
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